SSIP and Constructionline
You’ve asked for it.
We’ve delivered it.
We asked our customers, “How can we make our memberships even better for you?”,
and one of the requests that came up time and time again was that our members
would like to add their SSIP to their Constructionline membership. So, we have!
Our verified Constructionline memberships now include an SSIP accreditation through Acclaim Accreditation as standard.
For existing Constructionline members, this can offer savings of up to 40% on the cost of acquiring separate assessments.
So not only will you have the added convenience of managing everything in one place, you can also save money!

OVERVIEW OF BENEFITS

Manage your PQQ, CAS
and SSIP data all in one place,
with one renewal

Showcase your SSIP
status to our extensive
buyer network

Save money on
acquiring multiple
accreditations

FAQ’s
?

My SSIP is already with another
provider why would I want to
join with you?
For Deemed to Satisfy customers who
currently have a third-party SSIP, take
out our full bundle which includes
Acclaim Accreditation and pay nothing
for your SSIP until the renewal of
your Constructionline membership.
You can use your existing SSIP to
satisfy the assessment if it is still valid.

?

I'd like to use you but my SSIP
doesn't renew until next year,
I don't want to pay extra.
That's no problem, you won't need to
pay anything until your renewal is due.
We can apply a discount until then.
If you want you can also get your
Acclaim SSIP assessment at any time
during your current membership period
and it will be valid for 12 months from
the assessment date or the expiry of
a third-party assessment, if you have
one, providing uninterrupted cover.

?

My SSIP isn’t due to
expire until after my
Constructionline membership.
Complete your SSIP assessment
any time in the next 12 months
before the expiry of your existing
Third-party accreditation and enjoy
the peace of mind of continuous,
uninterrupted accreditation.

